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STYLEBOOK BY ERIN VONDRA   

Warm nights and longer days call for outdoor entertaining again. As we 
gather again outdoors, it is all about ease and simplicity so we can focus on 

the beauty of the company surrounding us. 

Garden Party Essentials

“The plants we identify as herbs have so much 
to give,” says author Sue Goetz. “They offer 

substances to heal the body, living fragrance, and 
a harvest of tastes for cooking…No other group of 
plants offers as much diversity as herbs. My goal is 
to introduce you to an abundant choice of herbs 

both historical and modern to grow for their varied 
usefulness as I show you how to create and care for 

exciting container herb gardens.” 
Barrington Area Library

PIE CRUST PLANTERS
A planter with patina adds depth and 

character to your space. 
Pasquesi.com

ROCKING CHAIR
Rockers are not only for porches, they 
are also perfect for lounge areas and 

around fire pits. Hanover Brown at Ace 
Hardware, Barrington

SUNGLASSES
An oversized pair of sunglasses in white are 
a fun statement and give great protection.

Angelina, Barrington

SANDALS
Simple leather sandals with pretty details 

are timeless and will go with all your 
summer dresses.

 Matisse at Tuckernuck.com

DRESS
A lightweight floral dress is effortless 
and comfortable while entertaining. 

Misa at ShopBop.com
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Garden Party Essentials

Erin Vondra is a Realtor, Interior Design Con-
sultant, lifestyle writer, and, most proudly, a 
mom living in Barrington Hills. Raised in North 
Barrington, she loves helping clients find their 
dream home in the town she so dearly loves. 
Find her on Instagram @erinvondra. Contact her 
at erin.vondra@gmail.com or visit erinvondra.
com for your home sale and design needs. 

GLASSES
Monogrammed pink stemless 

wine glasses that are 
unbreakable scream for rosé 

and happy hour. 
MarkAndGraham.com 

WINE CHILLER
This chic wine chiller keeps bottles cold 
for hours, not that it will last that long! 

Vinglacé at Nordstrom

UMBRELLA
Shade is essential for comfort, but 
this one also adds some whimsy. 

BallardDesigns.com

SOFA
Weather resistant wicker and rattan is this year’s most 

coveted style in outdoor furniture. 
Loyd Flanders from Viking Ski & Patio, Barrington  

RUG
An outdoor rug from Walter E. Smithe anchors 

your space and allows for some fun design options. 
Smithe.com Walter E. Smithe

FIRE PIT
A simple modern fire pit is a great way to 

mix up the look of an otherwise traditional 
space. Orren Ellis at Wayfair.com


